## July 15
### Monday
- 9:00: Welcome Introduction and Activities Overview
- 10:00: Admin Details Supercomputer Overview
- 11:00: Introduce Projects

### Tuesday
- 10:00: Select groups and projects
- 11:00: Initiatives and Ropes Course CAMP MARY ORTON
- 12:00: Lunch at OSC (1) (2)

### Wednesday
- 10:00: “The Internet and the Law” (J. Ritter)
- 11:00: Introduce Projects
- 12:00: Lunch at OSC

### Thursday
- 10:00: FORTRAN/ UNIX
- 11:00: FORTRAN/ UNIX
- 12:00: Lunch at OSC

### Friday
- 10:00: Virtual Reality, Medical Imaging (D. Stredney)
- 11:00: FORTRAN/ UNIX
- 12:00: Lunch at Off-Site

### Notes:
- Classroom meetings are in the OSC, rooms 205 and 405, in the 1224 Kinnear building. Italicized events on schedule represent meetings outside the OSC Facility.
- Click on links to see related pages or pictures of Summer Institute!

## July 22
### Monday
- 9:00: Project status checks and progress
- 10:00: Supercomputing & Physics Karen Keppler
- 11:00: LAB
- 12:00: Lunch at OSC
- 1:00: LAB
- 2:00: AVS: Application Visualization System
- 3:00: LAB and Videos
- 4:00: LAB and Videos

### Tuesday
- 10:00: Impact of Supercomputing and Art - Traci Temple
- 11:00: LAB

### Wednesday
- 10:00: LAB
- 11:00: LAB

### Thursday
- 10:00: LAB and Videos
- 11:00: LAB and Videos

### Friday
- 10:00: Parallel Programming
- 11:00: Parallel Programming
- 12:00: Lunch with Parents and Legislators

### Notes:
- Sunday, July 21, 1996 - Alumni Gathering
- Students: Program Evaluation
- Students Present Projects
- Home (Have a Safe Trip!)